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SWING FENCE FLOOD CROSSING FOR CREEKS
IN THE KIMBERLEYS
An ingenious method of fencing across flood-prone creek beds
in the Ord River catchment area, described by Agricultural
Adviser A. L. Payne.

FENCING is the basis of the regeneration programme on the eroded Ord River catchment area, and the fences constructed must cross numerous creeks. But heavy downpours of short duration characterise the wet season experienced in this area.
Because
the rain falls on to bare, compacted ground, run-off is intense and gullies and creeks rise
rapidly, causing serious damage to conventional fences and flood gates across watercourses.

A "swing fence" flood crossing for watercourses and creeks developed in conjunction with the fencing programme in the

Ord River catchment area has proved
effective and simple to maintain after
several "wet" seasons.

Hanging poles from the overhead cable which supports the swing fence
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A swing crossing on a deep creek showing overhead cable above maximum flood level and long vertical poles.
maintenance is required on this type of crossing even after deep flows of 10 ft. or more.

Very little
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Dozens of creek crossings were required
as a result of a 450 mile fencing programme to enclose eroding sections of the
Ord catchment and convential crossings
with steel star pickets required constant
maintenance as they washed out during
creek flow.
The swing crossing has an overhead
cable swung between two convenient trees
and above maximum flood level. The cable
is made of 5 strands of No. 8 plain wire
twisted up on the power take-off of a
small tractor.
Long poles of bush timber about 3 ft.
apart are hung vertically from the cable
with their bottom ends swinging free
about 6 in. above the creek bed.
Two barbed wires strained lightly from
bank to bank on the downstream side of
the poles and fastened to them through
a bored hole by "split pin" type tie wires
have proved sufficient to prevent cattle
passing through. The swinging poles and
flexible nature of the crossing appears to
deter cattle from pushing against it.
With a shallow flow of water no maintenance is required as the logs lift somewhat with the flow and then return to
their original position as the water recedes.
With a heavy flow the "split pin" ties can
pull out fairly readily from one or more
of the poles but when the water level
drops the hanging poles and remaining
wire still present a physical and psychological barrier to cattle. Even with deep

flows of 10 ft. or more the barb wire is
often left intact. Only when there is considerable debris do they pull out.
When the creek is dry, re-straining
the barbs and replacing the tie wire is a
relatively simple job.

Split pin tie wires fasten barbed wires to the hanging poles
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